Many years later, during his illness, when he saw more of his mother again, he was walking with her on the Downs near Caine, where there were eight different kinds of orchid. She recalls that he particularly wanted to see the marsh helleborine, and when she sat down to rest he found himself next to it. Orchids fascinated him, as they did his mother and his maternal grandfather.
Schooldays
As his father was mathematics master at Bradfield College, the family lived there during school terms and the holidays were more or less divided between Bradfield and Marlborough, where his widowed maternal grandmother lived. Philip's memories of these days were pleasant ones, 'just running wild in the countryside'. But things were to change when at the age of 14, in September 1935, he went to Marlborough College. A contemporary (G. de J. Lee) writes: 'Looking back at his time at Marlborough I would consider that we were two fairly lonely individuals in that school, for right from the beginning he was different from his fellows. He did not talk about his interests much but was deeply committed to them. He was more intelligent than most of us. He was bad at games and looked odd-everything that helped to create isolation in a rather extrovert unthinking community that house life in Marlborough was at that time, where privacy was hard to find. In spite of this he was gentle and remarkably uncomplicated. I am pretty certain that he was never appre ciated by many of us at the place for he had that rarity-wisdom before his time. ' Another (K. G. McWhirter) recalls that at Marlborough he was gravely ill with bronchopneumonia and was rescued by Prontosil, the German drug which was the forerunner of the sulphonamides, 'so Philip was the first pupil who was prayed for in chapel to survive'. The illness turned out to be a blessing in disguise for as a result he was allowed to devote himself to the school's Natural History Society instead of the usual round of games 'of which cricket was an absurd time-waster'. He made the Natural History Society one of the best in the country and this formed a good background for his later ecological interests.
The biology masters at Marlborough were excellent at that time. There was first A. G. Lowndes, a rough diamond but someone who through sheer brutality and a cantankerous nature had a real flair for making biology exciting-at least seven of his pupils became Fellows of the Royal Society. He was followed by Francis Knowles, a well-liked and extremely-good teacher who remained at the school for twenty years, and was later elected to the Royal Society.
War
On leaving Marlborough in December 1939 Philip joined the Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve and trained as an air crew (observer), learning navi gation with Pan American Airways in Miami and bombing and gunnery in Saskatchewan. He was then sent to an operational training unit at Lossiemouth and posted to Bomber Command in May 1942, being stationed at Alconbury in Huntingdonshire. He was on the first 1000 bomber raid on Cologne and was taken prisoner of war on his sixteenth operational flight at 3p.m. on his twenty first birthday, 27 July. The circumstances were as follows.
Philip was returning as navigator in a bomber after a raid over Germany. The plane was damaged and the pilot prepared to 'ditch' in the North Sea. The forward gunner was brought back and the main hatch and the hatch over the pilot were opened. Philip lay on the floor of the plane with his feet braced against one of the main members of the fuselage. As the plane emerged from the low cloud, they found that they were near a German minesweeper which opened fire. The pilot was hit and he fell forward on to the controls so that the plane plunged into the sea. The pilot and forward gunner floated out through the hatches but Philip had to swim along the fuselage before extricating himself. When he surfaced, he found the forward gunner already helping the pilot into the rubber raft and they were picked up by the German boat. They never saw the rear gunner again. The Germans apparently treated them well and Philip was taken on to the bridge and shown where they were. As navigator, he realized that they were in the centre of the area where they had been dropping mines a few nights previously.
He remained a prisoner for the rest of the war, taking part in several abortive escape attempts and assisting with one successful one-that of the Wooden Horse at Stalag Luft 3. Here he used to say he wasn't tough enough to vault six hours a day on prison fare so he helped to carry earth from the tunnelling. To mark his contempt for the enemy the only German he would ever learn was 'Deutschland Kaput', which he used to shout through the bars to make the warders turn purple. While a prisoner he took a postal course in horti culture from England via Switzerland and was very proud of the result-a diploma third class in cottage gardening.
With the Russian advance on the eastern front, the German guards at the prisoner-of-war camp eventually fled and the Red Army arrived. The prisoners rushed out to greet them but their 'liberators' fired over their heads and inti mated that they were still prisoners. Eventually, a convoy of empty trucks arrived at the camp to take them home but the Russians refused to release them and after an altercation the convoy slowly returned. However, the Russians were less succesful than the Germans at prison security and, as the convoy wound along the road, the P.O.Ws emerged from the hedges and scrambled aboard. So Philip returned home at the end of the war, having attained, as he said, the giddy rank of Flight-Lieutenant.
not been an ex-serviceman and entitled to exemption from the one language requirement he would probably not have been able to enter a university; his friends always had to translate foreign papers for him.
At Oxford he read honours zoology and initially his most influential teacher was Dr W. Holmes, who gave him Fisher's Genetical theory of natural selection to read and understand for his first vacation's work.
By his second summer Dr E. B. Ford (then Director of the Genetics Laboratory) had begun to realize Philip's great potential and one day went to call on him in his college. Philip received him with considerable surprise but showed great pleasure when Ford told him the Panaxia dominula story (see p. 476) and asked him then and there if he would like to join the work. E. B. Ford writes; He was fully Philip from the start so I had nothing to do but give him a few little facilities. That autumn, I got Ronald Fisher to meet him. After that, you can guess, there was little for me to do, except to extend his work into some of the other things I was doing and to give him some of the ideas of ecological genetics.' At this time Philip 'was quite uncertain what to do in zoology. All that was needed was to give him the start, via P a n a, and he could ahead for himself.'
Philip's concentration on genetics meant that in 1948 he only achieved an upper second in Zoology, but his work had been outstanding enough to enable him to obtain the Christopher Welch Scholarship for research in genetics at Oxford, and he went on to take his D.Phil. in 1951, working on the popu lation genetics of the scarlet tiger moth and the snail Cepaea nemoralis (see pp. 476 and 477). E. B. Ford was his supervisor and remained his friend for life. Philip's advance was characteristic of E. B. Ford's young men, who were picked for their ability, given a project and allowed to get on with it.
As an undergraduate Philip was awarded a half-blue for shooting and cap tained the Oxford University Rifle Club in 1948. He was also an excellent fisherman, and an occasional day's fishing in later years was almost his only recreation. Cooking, too, was one of his loves. Arthur Cain writes: 'All his life he was deeply interested in home-made, or home-cooked, food and wines. The fruits of the ornamental quince, Cydonia japonica, left to rot on the bush by almost all gardeners, he found to be as good as the "official" quince for quince jelly, and he used to beg them from anyone who had a bush; and he made a first-class sloe gin. ' During the time of his research studentship at Oxford he married, in 1948, Patricia Beatrice Lee. Pat accompanied him on many expeditions, the last being when we all went to Sri Lanka together in 1974. They had three sons and were a very devoted family.
From 1951 to 1956 Philip was a junior research officer in zoology at Oxford, and during this time he spent a year (1954) (1955) in Professor Th. Dobzhansky's department at Columbia University, New York, on a Rockefeller Fellowship, working with Drosophila melanogaster. However, his chief interests during this period were Panaxia dominula and Cepaea , and these are dealt with in some detail later.
It was during his research officer appointment that I first met him (see p. 477-478) and when he returned from America I mentioned to him that there was a genetics vacancy in Liverpool. To land the fish required out-patient experience and I pointed out all the disadvantages of Liverpool and simply asked him to keep the post in mind for some of his colleagues. It worked! He came as senior lecturer in genetics in the department of zoology in 1956, under Professor R. J. Pumphrey, F.R.S., became reader in the sub-department of genetics in 1959 and the first professor in 1963, when it was made a full department.
Natural selection and heredity
With his wide-ranging genetic interests it was to be expected that he should set out his ideas in a book, and the first edition of 1 Natural selection and heredity (Hutchinson, London) appeared in 1958. This went into four editions and also appeared in paperback. Its main purpose was to explain genetic principles, particularly in relation to modern research, and, as he said in the preface, 'to avoid giving the impression that most problems concerned with natural selection are solved and that controversy no longer exists, an idea which elementary books often impart to their readers'.
In general the book received very favourable reviews. , however, gave it to Graham Cannon, the well-known anti-Darwinian, who wrote (23 August 1958): 'If this book had been entitled "Natural Selection and Mendelian Heredity" with a sub-title a la Darwin, "Or an account of Speciation according to neo-Mendelian Principles", and had stopped at the end of Chapter 8, it could be called a good book. It is clearly written; at least, as clearly as the intricacies of the neo-Mendelian hypothesis will allow. But it is not certain for whom it was written. In some places it explains matter with a simplicity which is almost childish (p. 116), while at others it demands a mind of marked mathematical acuity to follow the argument (p. 107).
'However, after having devoted eight chapters-just two-thirds of the book-to the "agents" which "control speciation", the author deals with protective coloration (for some reason which is obscure), with mimicry where one hoped for some modern enlightenment on this intricate problem, with a chapter of six pages on ecological genetics, and then, mirahile dictu, a chapter entitled "The Origin of Species". After all this there is a con clusion where it is naively stated that all the evidence (dealt with so super ficially in the last four chapters) supports the idea that the major advances in evolution, the origin of orders, classes and phyla, are controlled by a mechanism in no way different" from the neo-Mendelian tortuosities described at such length in the earlier part of the book. The fact that nowhere in the book is the origin of a new structure dealt with is overlooked. Since all the major steps in the evolutionary scale involve the appearance of entirely new structures, this surely detracts from the value of the argu ment. However, does this matter ? The author admits the possibility of cytoplasmic inheritance (p. 171), and throughout the book deals with environmental variation (p. 63), and this, coupled with the recent statement by one of our leading neo-Mendelians in a review of three books, whose authors have had the temerity to write on evolution, that, of course, "the nucleus is not alone responsible for heredity", makes one wonder whether the present book has anything more than a purely hypothetical interest.
H . G raham Ca n n o n '
This provoked Julian Huxley (with whom Philip had a great deal of corres pondence on many matters) to spring to his defence, as the following letters will show: '29th September, 1958 Dear Philip, I was so annoyed by Graham Cannon's review of your book that I wrote the enclosed letter to N a t u r e. * However, the Editor explained have a policy that third parties should not "intervene between the reviewer of a book and the writer" (!), and added that if you would like to write anything, they would consider printing it. However, I feel that this is not usually very helpful.
I rang Brimble up and told him privately that I thought he ought never to give books on evolutionary theory to be reviewed by Cannon, as he is so prejudiced.
Ever yours, I should like to correct the misleading impression conveyed by Professor Graham Cannon's review of Dr Sheppard's Natural Selection and Heredity in your issue of August 23rd, in which he finds himself led to wonder "whether the book has more than a hypothetical interest" ! Having read and commented on the book in manuscript, and having since found it helpful on a number of occasions, I can assure your readers that it has. It provides a critical summary of recent work on its subject, much of it not hitherto available except in the pages of specialist journals, and of its bearings on various problems of evolution. It will certainly be of value to all those interested in modern developments of evolutionary theory.
Yours truly,
Julian H uxley'
The Nuffield Unit of Medical Genetics, University of Liverpool An early landmark in Philip's professorial career was the setting up of this new unit by the Nuffield Foundation (Farrer Brown being the Chairman), and we owed it largely to the inspiration and energy of E. B. Ford, powerfully supported by Dame Janet Vaughan. The Foundation was impressed I think by the combination of the clinical enthusiasm of the doctors in Liverpool and the biological and experimental approach to medicine which their liaison with Philip had brought about, and offered a grant of £350 000 to the University of Liverpool to build a medical genetics unit-and it was put up within two years. I was its Director and Reader in Medicine, the Professor being Lord Cohen of Birkenhead. The formation of the unit was commented on by Julian Huxley in a letter to Philip dated 13 November 1963: 'Dear Philip, I was delighted to read in The Times about the new Unit of Medical Genetics at Liverpool. You will have a most interesting time helping to run it.
I am sending you under separate cover some reprints which may interest you. I hope very much the Unit will look into the question of the genetic basis of schizophrenia.8 , 8 As I indicated in one of the papers, it looks as if this was a true morphism, with resistance to shock and various allergies as the selective advantage involved.
As you probably know, the man who has done most of the work on the "inborn error of metabolism", which he believes responsible for schizo phrenia, is Dr Humphrey Osmond, c/o N.J.P.I., Box 1000, Princeton, N.J., U.S.A. I had many talks with him when he was over here, and strongly suggest you write to him on the subject.
All best wishes, Yours ever, Philip as a professor The following is a selection from many replies to my letters asking for comments which colleagues (mostly in Liverpool) felt ought to be recorded.
A. J. Cain, Derby Professor of Zoology, writes in the Liverpool Univer sity Recorder (March 1977): * 'With his razor-sharp intelligence, his capacity to see through pomposity and humbug and his distinctly mischievous sense of humour he could be something of a holy terror on committees; but he never really liked com mittee work with its inevitable waste of time which could be used for original research-and he would have been good for another twenty years' original work at least. In his department, too, he tried to keep adminis tration down to the necessary minimum; no man was more free from the temptation to ego-boosting empire-building, and he was very scathing about those of his contemporaries who seemed to him to have nothing useful to say and everything useless to do.... 'In one respect, he triumphed over himself. When he first began to lecture, he disliked it very much. Although his diction was always good, the tension was there and obvious, and sometimes he was too tense to monitor the reactions of his audience adequately. It was uncongenial work to him, but he knew its importance, and made himself into a first class lecturer, especially good with students, with whom he would take infinite pains. ' (Cf. with Professor Bradshaw's assessment below.)
A. D. Bradshaw, Professor of Botany: 'I have on a number of occasions asked undergraduates who was the best lecturer they ever had in the University of Liverpool. They always said Philip. What I never managed to do alas before we were deprived of his company was to discover exactly what characteristics of his lecturing made him such an attractive lecturer, although we have all heard him lecture on many occasions. I wish we had been able to ponder more because it was true that he somehow had an ability to make anything he talked about interesting. Of course he was always impeccably clear and at the same time enthusiastic. But it was more than this-it was his ability to suggest to you more than was immediately apparent and somehow make you feel that you had had the idea.
'Which brings me to my second comment, which was that I can think of nobody I would enjoy more talking with over research. I think there it very clearly was his ability to understand and explain, but beyond that to take you further than you had seen and make you feel that really you had seen it.
'Of course on a more chastened note, I shall never forget when he knew he was suffering from leukaemia, his getting up in an ordinary Faculty of Science meeting and saying 'Since I shall not be here much longer, I think I might be allowed to make a few observations". He did not do it for wickedness, because of course we were speechless, but because that was his approach to problems, however personal, to face up to them and to make the best of them'. C. J. Duncan, Professor of Zoology: 'He was an excellent teacher. His lectures were, of course, very good-I know because I attended his course when he was originally in the zoology department in the late 50s. Even more important, however, is I think, his devotion to teaching in practicals. Not only were the genetics practicals magnificently organized but he did his full share of demonstrating so that all students taking the courses in life sciences at Liverpool had the invalu able experience of direct contact with him-particularly important when calculations or problems were involved.
'I remember that, on one occasion, he was walking up Brownlow Hill in his best suit, having accompanied E. B. Ford to Lime Street Station. He passed a number of large youths leaning against the walls who started jeering at him. He stopped, solemnly took out his watch, and then walked over to one of them. "Sonny," he said, "it's long past your bedtime." That evening, he suggested that Leslie Smith and I walked down Brownlow Hill with him.
'He was totally uninterested in clothes and I remember that, on one occasion, the students presented him with a tin of boot polish before the start of one of his lectures.
'He was a man of very wide interests which included, of course, his gardening and his interest in cooking such items as the family Christmas cake. He enjoyed blood sports-fly-fishing, shooting, bullying bureaucrats and teasing people in authority.
'Above all else, he was a genuine research worker. Research was his passion and driving force and he was unable to resist the mental challenge of any research problem. He was endlessly helpful to people who went to him for assistance-he would be fierce in his comments on experimental design but research students and all of us would find that he gave the problem his full attention and frequently finished by calculating all the results himself. I think that it is important to remember that he was an excellent naturalist and a genuine biologist and not someone who was concerned only with genetics. I worked with him on only two papers but it was a stimulating and rewarding experience. The projects began from an argument that we had concerning the discriminatory abilities of a predator and he challenged me to carry out some simple experiments with him to determine who was correct. The experiments were done in the upper floor of the old workhouse, since you will recollect that, when the sub-Department of Genetics was started, it was initially housed there; the roof was damaged and the windows missing. As you will know, he would ring up late at night if he had a good idea and there is no doubt that his bubbling enthusiasm was most infectious.' Professor B. C. Clarke (Nottingham): 'He was an exceptional teacher. His transparent intellectual honesty, his passion for truth and rigour, and perhaps above all his patent desire that his hearers should understand and enjoy his subject, made an enduring impression on his students. As a colleague and friend he was a delight, and a very good companion. His comments on cherished ideas or manuscripts were sometimes blunt to the point of pain, but they were always given with good humour, never tinged with malice. His friends said that he reversed the normal academic procedure; he stabbed you in the front, and then did you favours by stealth.' Professor M. H. Williamson (York): 'I think of his love of Siamese cats, his extreme disinclination to walk up or down hill, but always to walk round contours, and his positive refusal, as a result of being a P.O.W., to know any German whatever. I think this adds up to saying that he had very strong views on some subjects, and didn't care in the least what anybody else thought of those views. Put that way it's perhaps not very flattering, but I think it is an important aspect of his success in research. I remember Fischberg once commented how everything that Philip took up turned out to be important and interesting, and I think it's the very definiteness of Philip's views that helped him to be so successful.' Dr J. A. Bishop, Philip's senior lecturer in genetics: 'It was great fun teaching with Philip, because he believed passionately in his subject, its scientific relevance and the importance of teaching. He would go to almost any lengths to help a student, whatever his ability, who was trying hard to understand his point. He would not tolerate laziness or sloppy thinking arising from lack of dedication. His sources of information for lectures were frequently never to be found in text books and were frequently taken from his own work, or from the investi gations of friends and colleagues. In the department he always did more than his fair share of teaching and marking. He was well liked by the students who at once appreciated his abrasive humour and the obvious importance he placed in meeting and instructing them.
'It is hard to think of Philip without thinking of his extraordinary mind coupled with his lack of pretension and pomposity. He gave his time freely to all who could make use of it and he enjoyed much else in life besides.' I (C. A. C.) feel that all the above does not make a complete picture of Philip's character without a note of his views on the Arts Faculties. He had a poor view of them, thinking that every well-educated person took music, painting and literature in their stride, and once when asked if he had read something (I forget what) of general or literary interest he laughed and said, 'No, I only read facts'. In passing, true to his Harmsworth connections, the only newspaper he ever read was the Daily Mail-he depended on his friends for The Times.
Research
This is discussed in sequential order, beginning with Panaxia dominula and Cepaea nemoralis (research on both done principally in Oxford) and followed by Philip's mainly Liverpool work on butterflies; on the Peppered Moth Biston betularia, and on Man.
The scarlet tiger m o t h
, Panaxia dominula The scarlet tiger is a day-flying moth with brilliant colours, the forewings being blackish with green iridescence and the hindwings scarlet with black spot and markings. It always lives in colonies, and between 1939 and 1946 Fisher and Ford carried out an intensive study of an isolated population at Cothill, near Oxford. This particular colony consists of individuals in which the patterns are controlled by two alleles, and all three combinations can be recog nized-the typical homozygote, the heterozygote, medionigra, and bimacula, much the rarer of the two homozygotes. It is thus an ideal insect for selection studies.
Mark-release-recapture experiments had shown a death rate of about 16% a day for much of the period when the moths were on the wing, and that the average length of life was 5-6 days. Furthermore, although from 1939 onwards medionigra was shown to be at a disadvantage of approximately 10% each year, yet evidence from museums and private collections suggested that it was at a considerable advantage from 1929 to 1938.
Philip was mainly responsible for the data from 1946 onwards, and showed by studies of daily population sizes and sex ratios that males emerged earlier than females, and he also brought forward powerful arguments to show that the observed fluctuation in the frequency of medionigra must be controlled by selection and could not be attributed to genetic drift. Moreover, he showed that the medionigra gene has other effects in addition to colour pattern upon which selection could operate, for example mating habits-unlike genotypes tended to mate together rather than like genotypes-fertility, and survival between the egg and the full-grown caterpillar. He also demonstrated that at Cothill medionigra began to be favoured again in 1956 and 1957 , and on intro ducing the form at very low frequency at Sheepstead Hurst, only a mile and a quarter from Cothill but isolated from it, and a colony in which medionigra was absent, he showed that it increased there from about 0.2% of available loci in 1954 to about 2.3% in 1969. He therefore concluded that there was a rather clear indication that medionigra maintains a stable polymorphism because it is disadvantageous when common but advantageous when rare. That is to say, when it is at a small proportion its relatively poor viability is balanced by the value of its assortative mating.
Biographical Memoirs Snails
In 1948 Philip was looking for polymorphic material to work on at times of the year when the Scarlet Tiger moth was out of season, so he consulted A. J. Cain, who showed him some shells of the snail Cepaea nemoralis, remarkable for polymorphism of the general shell colour and of the bands superimposed on it. Philip was immensely intrigued, and he and Cain then and there decided to investigate the polymorphism, spurred on by statements in the literature that it was non-adaptive or neutral, which both thought highly unlikely. A few random samples taken on well-defined backgrounds were enough to give a working hypothesis-that the polymorphism was balanced, but the balance was swayed in different directions on different backgrounds by visual predators. Their first surveys in the Oxford district and elsewhere confirmed their im pressions and, with the experience already gained of mark-release-recapture methods, Philip set out to test for predator selection by thrushes in such a way that the exact populations preyed upon would be known, and the comparison between the broken shells and the base populations therefore be valid. He was able to show not only the visual selection predicted from the surveys, but also that it changed sign as the background at ground level changed from dark soil, twigs and rotting leaves in early spring to a green carpet late in the season. This paper disposed of the idea of neutrality in relation to these shell characters.
At Philip's suggestion, he and Arthur Cain also started to try to breed nemoralis, a slow, difficult and often unrewarding business since the young take 2 years to mature, and mortality is high. Philip was always willing to take whatever time was necessary over a piece of work, and never skimped it for the sake of quick publication. In a series of papers, the last in 1968, they worked out most of the genetic basis of the polymorphism. It turned out to show very tight linkage in most (but not all) characters, complete dominance or epistasy and an abundance of the 'universal recessive'-a classical feature of visible polymorphism, as pointed out by R. A. Fisher. After he came to Liverpool, Philip began with Cain a survey of duneland populations at Point of Air, Flintshire, which was extended to British dunelands generally and gave indirect evidence of climatic selection as opposed to that by predation. This involved the reinterpretation of some of the samples in Cain and Sheppard's 1950 paper, but Philip was not at all put out, realizing that here was evidence for a wholly different class of selective pressures, and still no indication of neutrality or randomness.
In the course of their work in the Oxford district Philip had noticed that shells of the disfavoured colour class (yellow) on woodland backgrounds were significantly more often banded than those favoured by selection (pinks), and called attention to the possible disruptive effect of the bands in mitigating the inappropriate colour. This idea was used with considerable success by B. C. Clarke to explain variation in the same polymorphism in the sibling species Cepaea h o r t e n s i s , and the first step was taken towards explaining the remarkably different variation in these two exceedingly similar species.
The wider significance of this work for the theory of polymorphism generally was set out in letters to the American Naturalist in 1954 and 1956. Incredibly, the belief that such polymorphisms as these must be neutral was so widespread that Philip's contribution to the discussion of Cepaea at Cold Spring Harbor in 1959, the only contribution which gave facts and reasons against neutrality, was deleted by the editor. This injudicious act roused Philip to fury.
Butterflies
In 1952 I (C. A. C.) published a paper on how to hand-pair the yellow old world swallowtail Papilio machaon and in October of the same year I answered an advertisement from Dr P. M. Sheppard in the Amateur Entomologists' Bulletin asking for machaon pupae and at the same time sent him a reprint of my paper. He was keenly interested and on 2 October asked me whether I had tried hand-mating with other species. I replied on 6 October that I had, and that on the previous day I had crossed the black Papilio polyxenes from the United States with the closely related P. machaon. When the eggs proved to be fertile, I sent him a supply and shortly afterwards we met for the first time to discuss the matter in the bar of the Mitre Hotel, Philip wearing his ancient R.A.F. overcoat. It was clear that the method of inheritance of the ground colour of the butterflies was simple, there being a single gene difference between yellow and black, yellow being recessive. Furthermore, the larval spot colour, red in machaon and yellow in p o l y x e n e s, was also controlled by a somal gene, again yellow being recessive. It seemed likely that it would be possible to obtain other hybrids between the machaon group of butterflies and we decided to collaborate in getting these and in working out their genetic relationships. This we did, and we then thought that we would use the hand pairing technique to investigate mimicry in butterflies, as had been suggested by E. B. Ford in 1934 in his monograph on Papilio dardanus.
Over a good many years we did in fact do this, using three classical mimics, Papilio d a r d a n u s , Papilio poly tes and Papilio memnon. All three butterflies are Batesian mimics, and all markedly polymorphic. The principle on which we worked was to try to analyse the genetic differences between the various forms first within one race and then between races, and particularly to obtain crosses where a mimic found in one area was not found in the other.
Papilio dardanus
Here we obtained evidence that the perfection of the mimicry was dependent on the whole genetic constitution, and that where such a coadapted gene complex was upset by hybridization to a race in which a particular mimetic form was rare or absent, the pattern of the mimic became either less perfect or very imperfect as the appropriate modifiers became fewer. This was particularly well demonstrated in P. dardanus meriones, the race from Madagascar, where mimicry of any kind in this butterfly is non-existent. The results of the various crosses strongly supported the views of Fisher and Ford with regard to the evolution of mimicry, namely that a mutant, dominant in effect, gave some resemblance to the model and that perfection was obtained by the gradual accumulation of modifiers.
A problem however arose in Ethiopia, because there (as regards pattern) we found that the non-mimetic form was dominant to the mimetic, and I well remember Philip's astonishment when we showed him the first insect in this cross. It had, however, lost its tails so had done what was expected as regards this metrical character, the models of dardanus being everywhere tailless.
We have argued that the reason for this unexpected finding in the Ethiopian crosses was that the mimetic forms had not arisen there as m utan ts but had migrated from Kenya (now cut off by desert) during a pluvial period, and at a time before the Kenya insects had 'lost' their tails. We felt that the dominance relationship was fortuitous and selection for the mimics in Ethiopia only began when the homozygotes appeared. These were of great interest because, though they had tails, these were on average 3.1 mm shorter than those of the nonmimetic insects, and we postulated that these were in fact 'on their way' to losing their tails and thus becoming better mimics.
In dardanus we also showed that a combination of quite few characters was responsible for the various wing patterns, and we suggested that what appeared to be a multiple allelomorphic series of about 12 units (from our breeding results) was really a supergene with a limited number of allelomorphs at several closely linked loci. Within this supergene crossing-over could occur and on this assump tion it was possible to explain some of the rarer forms, and also those (e.g. f.
natalica) which, though non-mimetic, were strikingly dissimilar from the primitive male-like form.
Papilio polytes
The genetic results in P.
p o l y t e s , a species found in Asia, are rem accord with those just described. As in P.
, the males are non-mimetic, there is a female form, c y r u s, which is male-like, and a number o forms. Two of these, f. romulus and f.
p, we showe what appear to be allelomorphs, and a third mimic may also be a member of the series. This disproved the 1913 genetic hypothesis of Fryer, which postu lated that f. romulus could only be formed in the presence of f. polytes. As in P. dardanus. the mimics seemed to be produced by a combination of a limited number of elements and the mimetic resemblance was broken down by hybridi zation with a race in which the mimic did not occur. The genetic control of the presence of tails on the hindwings supported the hypothesis that disruptive selection was acting in much the same way as it was in P. dardanus from Ethiopia. Thus the models of P. polytes in the region lying between India and the Philip pines are all tailed, as are the mimics. However, there is a cline in the length of the tails of the males and the non-mimetic females in P. polytes. They have long tails in India (though with a mean less than those of the models) but the tails are reduced towards the east and are completely absent in the Philippines. The tailless condition is due to specific modifiers eliminating the tails of the males and the non-mimetic females but not affecting the mimetic forms. Thus the disruptive selection is in the opposite direction to that in P. dardanus (where it was against tails in the mimetic form) and the consequent evolution has progressed further. This may simply be a matter of the time that has been available for this evolution.
Papilio memnon P. memnon is as polymorphic as P.
d a r d, and from an of view is even more interesting since there are many island forms as well as subspecies on the mainland of Asia. The males in this species are non-mimetic and over most of its range are tailless. In the females there is a form resembling the males as well as a number of other mimetic and non-mimetic forms. Most of the mimics are tailless like their models, but those resembling tailed models are themselves tailed. Thus, unlike the other two species discussed, there is a mimetic polymorphism for the tailed condition and, again unlike the other two species, the control of tails is vested in the region of the chromosome controlling the wing pattern and body colour of the insect, both characters associated with the mimicry. As with the other species, therefore, there appears to be a supergene controlling the mimicry, and rare forms are known with inappropriate combinations of pattern elements, body colour and tail length. We have shown that these result from crossing-over, and that the position of the loci on the chromosome can be interpreted as being those controlling body colour, wing pattern and tail length, in that order.
As in the other two species, the perfection of the mimicry breaks down on hybridization, showing the presence of a coadapted gene within the races. Unlike the other two, however, one of which ( ) only mimics tailless models and the other ( polytes) only tailed ones (in the races whose have studied), P. memnon mimics both tailed and tailless ones, and in it alone is tail length controlled by the supergene determining wing pattern, strongly suggesting that this has been evolved as the result of natural selection. More over, in Palawan there is an isolated race in which both males and females are tailed. This monomorphic tailed condition is controlled by a different 'tails' locus unlinked to those controlling wing pattern and the other constituents of the supergene. Thus again, as in P. dardanus and P.
, genes not concerned with the polymorphism are unlinked to the supergene. Some of the Palawan data were based on breeding results from butterflies which Philip brought to Liverpool in 1966 on returning from a W.H.O. mosquito trip.
It was directly because of our interest in the supergenes and the interactions in swallowtails that we looked for a corresponding genetic situation in Man and found it in the Rhesus blood groups (see page 488) and this led to a method of preventing Rh haemolytic disease. Philip and the team gave an account of this butterfly-blood group research on Yorkshire Television in 1975 and the photograph of him reproduced in the frontispiece is taken from this programme. 
Other mimetic butterflies studied (a) Swallowtails
The tiger swallowtail of North America, Papilio , has black and yellow (male-like) female forms. We showed that the colour pattern is inherited on the W (Y) chromosome, black females almost always producing only black daughters and similarly yellow giving rise to yellow. Occasional exceptions may be due to crossing-over between the W and the Z, but if this is the expla nation it is an exception to the rule that crossing-over does not occur in female Lepidoptera. Two other recent points have been demonstrated:
(1) That the black female form contains the heteropyknotic body in somatic cells characteristic of females but the yellow one often lacks it (as does the male).
(2) That using a-ecdysone it is possible to obtain females from the cross female black glaucus x male rutulus, this latter species being similar to glaucus but monomorphic (yellow) in the female. The FI female hybrids clearly show the influence of rutulus, indicating that this species has an auto linked suppressor limiting the amount of black in the hybrid. It may be that this is the reason why no black morph has appeared in rutulus-it might have done since it is sympatric with Battus p the model form of P. glaucus.
During the time we were doing some of this work Philip was Visiting Professor (1968) at Davis University of California. This was an extremely successful stay and the source of much butterfly material and many fruitful contacts.
(b) The Nymphalid butterfly Hypolimnas bolina
The study of this insect provides a striking contrast with the Papilios. In a great part of its range the female is monomorphic and here it has generally been considered a good Batesian mimic of various species of Euploea. However, uncharacteristically, where it becomes polymorphic, in the east of its range, it is non-mimetic.
We were able to study the insect when we visited Sri Lanka together in 1974, primarily for me to advise about postgraduate medical education, but secon darily to start various joint genetic research projects with the Sri Lankan doctors and scientists. During this visit we saw no male bolina and subsequent obser vations confirm that there is a great excess of females on the island, many of which have never been mated, a most unusual occurrence in butterflies. This is because of the frequency of all-female broods.
These are a very interesting feature of bolina, both in the wild and in the laboratory, and are proved not to be due to parthenogenesis. We investigated the problem, and found that as judged by the absence of the heteropyknotic body characteristic of male Lepidoptera, in the embryos and young larvae the sex ratio in all-female broods was initially 1:1, but that some unknown factor is responsible for the subsequent death of the males. On a visit to Finland to receive the medal of Helsinki University in 1973 Philip discussed this with Professor Suomalainen, but the latter was not able to demonstrate any chromo somal difference between the two types of female. It might therefore be due to a cytoplasmic particle or a virus from a reservoir species, but if this is so it is remarkable that it is so selective for one sex.
At the time of Philip's death we were investigating with Dr Miriam Rothschild and Dr Neville Marsh the toxicity of the models of H. bolina in relation to the larval foodplants. He would have been most interested to know that H. bolina itself, when the larva feeds on sweet potato, Ipomoea batatas, contains cardio active substances, but not when reared on some other of its foodplants. It seems therefore that bolina is a Mullerian or Batesian mimic according to the larval foodplant.
(c) The Heliconid study {Mullerian mimicry)
A protected and warningly coloured butterfly can become a Mullerian mimic of another species in two steps: (1) a major mutation converts the pattern of the less protected species to an approximate resemblance to the better protected; (2) after the spread of this mutant the species, which now resemble each other sufficiently to be mistaken one for the other by predators, undergo mutual convergence using whatever major or minor genetic variation is avail able to them. In the later stages of his career Philip became increasingly interested in this phenomenon and carried out some outstanding research with J. R. G. Turner and others on two South American species, Heliconius melpomene and Heliconius erato. That these are good species is shown by the fact that hybrids between them cannot be obtained. On the other hand, it is possible to cross the individual races in each species. The remarkable feature of these butterflies is that they look quite different in different areas but the two species still resemble one another, technically 'a pair of parallel mimetic species held in mutual Mullerian mimicry'.
Much of the work that Philip did was carried out in the Nuffield greenhouses at Liverpool after his visit to Brazil (see below) and some of the information contained in the paper that was in preparation at the time of his death is now summarized.
As expected from the two-step theory, the results from crossing several races of the two species showed at least one gene of major effect in each case, and several minor ones, usually unlinked or loosely linked. Thus in contrast with Batesian mimics (q.v.) supergenes have not evolved, anyhow to the same extent, and polymorphism is not a feature.
From the breeding data, by two independent methods, tentative recon structions have been made on the ancestral patterns. The first is based on the theory that as dominant genes are much more likely to be substituted than recessive ones during changes of the pattern, the phenotype produced by the recessive alleles at all the known loci will be close to the ancestral pattern. Second, species which are becoming mimics evolve more than those which are not, and therefore non-mimics are likely to have a pattern close to the ancestral. Both methods suggest, for both species, that the ancestors were similar to each other, and therefore it may be that melpomene and erato have been co-mimics for a very long time.
Previous climatic cycles in the Quaternary have apparently caused full speciation within two mutually mimetic evolving lineages, producing pairs of parallel mimetic species within the genus of which melpomene and erato constitute one pair.
Royal Society conversaziones
The butterflies lent themselves well to Royal Society Soirees and we demon strated the principles of mimicry and the genetics of species differences using living insects in 1954, 1958 and 1965 ( the last with J. R. G. Turner).
Several memories stand out. When we asked J. B. S. Haldane why we got disease in our caterpillars he said, 'You don't love them enough', and Alister Hardy vastly improved our exhibit simply by rearranging it at eye level.
Haldane was interested in our Anglo-American swallowtail hybrids and Philip wrote to ask his views about releasing some of the black American form in Wicken Fen to see how the species fared in competition with the native Papilio machaon and to find out whether hybrids occurred in the wild. Haldane replied in a very characteristic way:
'2nd February, 1954 Dear Sheppard, I emphatically support your project of introducing Papilio machaon with a few genes introduced from asterius into Wicken Fen. Such an experiment would really tell us something about natural selection. I think you will have difficulty in persuading the committee. If you could palm your melanic forms off as an aberration "pastoraria" of P. machaon, you would have little difficulty. But I fear that you will come up against a cult of "species purity" which would make even Hitler jealous. Few English zoologists appear to have accepted Darwin's views ( , 6th edition, p. 426). I don't know who the Wicken Fen Committee are. If they do not believe in "the undiscovered and undiscoverable essence of the term species" (Darwin's words) they will support your project. If they do, they won't.
Yours sincerely, J. B. S. Haldane.'
We did in fact make some approaches to the appropriate committee, but no experiments at Wicken Fen ever took place. He found the standards of biology in Brazil extremely uneven, and with very few exceptions the main ambition of the biology departments was to build up molecular biology and biophysics. A characteristic quote from Philip's report follows:
Brazil visit
'There seems to be no interest among staff and students in ecology, population genetics, systematics and other related subjects, despite the fact these are the areas of study to which Brazil is uniquely suited. Furthermore, these are the subjects that are necessary to help solve many of Brazil's biological problems. The almost complete absence of teachers qualified to teach ecology or ecological genetics means that there are very few students interested in these subjects. This in turn means that there is no hope of recuiting good teachers. Thus there is no hope of Brazilians investigating the vast ecological problems that are posed by man's activities, par ticularly in the north east and the Amazon. Furthermore, there are very few people, other than Professor Kerr, Professor Lima and Professor Vanzolini, who have much of an academic reputation in these ecological fields. Consequently, ecological views are almost entirely ignored by politicians.'
Biographical Memoirs

Industrial melanism
Biston betularia, the peppered moth Living as we did near Liverpool, on the edge of one of Britain's worst indus trial polluted areas, we were stimulated by H. B. D. Kettlewell to carry out a detailed survey on Merseyside, in North Wales and in the Isle of Man of the classical melanic moth Biston betularia. Perhaps the most interesting of the findings over twenty years has been that with the coming of smokeless zones the frequencies of the melanic form of the moth have begun to decrease and we may be witnessing the beginning of the disappearance of this extraordinary piece of evolution.
On a more formal genetic basis, the problem that has not yet been solved is the mechanism by which the black and white forms keep in balance, for even in the most polluted areas nowhere does the frequency fall to zero. The numerous papers published on this topic have endeavoured to sort out the relevance of heterozygous advantage and migration. By an experiment at Caldy, carried out by glueing dead moths on to trees using either a cryptic or non-cryptic background, we were able to show that typical, although at less of a disadvantage on a concealing background, was never at an advantage, and this argued strongly in favour of a physiological advantage in the hetero zygote.
Nevertheless, migration also has to be taken into account because it is known that moths can readily fly 4 miles in a night. Unbelievably, we have definite proof of one moth doing this since it flew from my trap to Philip's in a single night. This being so they may cross the Dee if weather conditions are suitable and the frequencies of the two forms are very different on the Welsh and Cheshire sides.
There are also problems in the Isle of Man, where we did much sampling with the help of P. D. J. Whittle. Melanies occur here, particularly on the south-east coastline, which is nearer to England, and pollution may be the cause, migration hardly being likely because of the distance from the mainland. Furthermore, there is difficulty in the island in scoring the intermediate form insularia, it being readily confused with typical.
Lastly, bat predation at dusk has to be thought about in relation to morph frequencies. Though our numbers of wing remnants from bat predation at Caldy were small, there was a higher proportion of typical among them than would be expected from the frequencies in that locality.
Mosquitoes
It was natural that the Tropical School in Liverpool should seek his assistance on population genetics in the vectors of disease. Professor W. W. Macdonald writes as follows about a visit they made to Bangkok and other matters:
'During the early 1960s he introduced a small colony of moths into some wasteland behind my house [this was the dominula project, see p. 476] and on Sunday mornings I would see him capturing resting moths, marking them, and replacing them; subsequently he would use the data to monitor population changes. When therefore in 1965 I was invited to establish a W.H.O. research unit in Bangkok to study Aedes , the vector of dengue haemorrhagic fever in that country, it was natural to turn to him for advice on whether the mark-release-recapture method might be extended to mosquitoes. Philip took up this notion with enthusiasm and assisted in every way with designing a programme for Bangkok. In April 1966 I went out to Bangkok to start the unit and look for study sites, finally selecting a Buddhist temple, Wat Samphaya, for the adult mos quito study, and a month or two later Philip travelled out to look after the data analysis and to supervise the programme generally. During this visit he would enjoy sitting in Wat Samphaya chatting to the priests and, though he was not of a religious nature, a close bond soon developed between him and several of the monks.
'No week was complete without at least one visit to the weekend market, either to replace the citrus pot plants in his hotel room for his Papilio larvae or to examine the new supply of feather dusters to see which would provide the best hackles for fly tying in the winter. Having quickly learned to count in Thai from one to ten, he relished a wrangle with the stall holder on whether a duster was worth 8 bhats or 9 bhats, a difference of one or two pence.
'He was, of course, a keen swimmer and water-polo player and he persuaded the German hotel manager to buy a large ball for the swimming pool where many an evening he tried, not always successfully, to organize a group of indifferent swimmers into two water-polo teams. The swimming sessions ended, however, when a heavy growth of algae converted the clear water into a bright green "soup", despite his frequent advice to the manager on alga control.
'Philip was not often caught short of words or off-balance. One such occasion, however, was in 1966 in Manila en route from Bangkok to Palawan where he was going to collect Papilios, He was met in Manila by a corres pondent, a Chinese entomologist, who after an enjoyable lunch took him back to his office. There he gave Philip the hard visitor's chair, announced that he always had a rest after lunch, curled up in his arm-chair and went to sleep for 20 minutes.
'Among his other areas of interest Philip made a significant contribution to medical entomology. We published 5 papers together, one on the genetics of A. aegypti, the others on its ecology in Thailand. Less easily measured was his influence on young entomologists whom he met in Liverpool and abroad. He gave great encouragement to young field and laboratory workers, and his quick grasp of their problems, usually coupled with novel and stimulating suggestions for solutions, contributed to his unique reputation.
'Although he had so much to offer in so many fields, Philip made less impact than might be expected on international organizations, such as W.H.O. He attended several W.H.O. meetings in Geneva, but he was not at home in bureaucratic surroundings and he had no great opinion of arm chair scientists. As a result he became highly critical of the management of international programmes, especially research programmes, by scien tific administrators, and he did not attempt to hide his feelings. Both sides lost, for he had much to contribute and beneath his cynicism about adminstrators he nevertheless enjoyed playing a part in trying to resolve some of the problems of public health in overseas countries.' Philip was in fact on a number of important bodies; he was a member of the Aldabra Research Committee of the Royal Society, and on the Sub-Commit tee of the Research Grants Committee of the D.S.I.R. . He had also been a Council member of the Genetical Society, and was to have given the Mendel lecture the month after he died.
In 1966 and again in 1967 Philip organized a highly successful television series with Granada, comprising ten programmes on evolution. He devised the series and acted as adviser throughout, and his idea was that the programmes taken together should give a good general account of the theory of evolution, its origins and the modern evidence for its validity. The approach was an observational one using experimental procedures that could be repeated by anybody wishing to do so, so that the evidence could be checked.
Medicine as applied biology
During the time of our early butterfly hybrid work we saw increasingly more of each other and it seemed to me that we should begin applying Philip's knowledge to medicine. One day, motoring together to the Norfolk Broads, I asked him for his views. 'Blood groups', he said, and blood groups it was, for he had been well trained in the E.B. Ford school and Ford himself in 1945 had suggested that factors such as disease might be responsible for the main tenance of the polymorphism in the ABO and other blood groups.
Merseyside with its high density population and yet small area was ideal for medical population genetics work and we soon collected together a small team (a prominent member of which was R. B. McConnell, my senior registrar), and Philip, in the two years before he came to Liverpool, advised us either from Oxford or from Dobzhansky's unit in America. Blood group O and duodenal ulcer attracted us first, Aird and his colleagues having initially shown that there was a strong association between group O and peptic ulcer (gastric and duodenal combined) compared with population controls. We concentrated on duodenal ulcer and had no difficulty in finding large numbers of patients, and we established that there was in fact a strong association with group O, and additionally with non-secretion of the blood group substances. Fortunately, however, we were not without our critics. Lionel Penrose thought that the ulcer findings might be due to racial stratification, and that we should use the unaffected sibs as controls. He told me afterwards that he thought he had sent us up the garden path in suggesting this, and in a way he may have done, but we learnt a very great deal about how to get cooperation from the families of patients. In the end we managed to obtain about 500 sibships, but we knew that of these only about a third would segregate for blood group and only these would be informative. Using this new type of control, the previously noted association became non-significant, though it went in the same direction as before. This result rather shook me, but Philip was unperturbed-'We need more data'-and more sibship information was eventually forthcoming from the United States. Combined with ours the association did then show up in sibships, and it is now generally accepted as a true association, though after 25 years the reason is still quite unknown. In all these investigations it was Philip who mainly designed the work and he did all the statistics.
At that time blood groups and disease were very fashionable and the medical journals were full of reported associations. One such was quite phenomenal. It was between duodenal ulcer and a particular type of Rhesus genotype, and was far more striking than anything that had been previously published. We felt in our bones that this was too good to be true, and sure enough so it proved. Our chief technician, Mr W. T. A. Donohoe, suggested that the association might be a temporary one due to a blood transfusion effect (bleeding ulcers often needing this) and we tested the hypothesis in patients who had recently been transfused compared with those who had not. Sure enough, blood after the transfusion typed as a mixture of the recipient and the donor, and because the latter was often of a common Rh genotype the association was therefore apparent. In those not transfused it vanished.
Tylosis and cancer of the oesophagus
In 1956 a young man under my care at Broadgreen Hospital, Liverpool, was found to have cancer of the lower end of the oesophagus, and we noted also that he had an inherited skin condition on the palms of his hands (tylosis), transmitted as an autosomal dominant. We immediately started to investigate his family and found that a considerable number of his tylotic relatives (but not those whose skin was normal) had had a similar cancer, and a study of the pedigree made it clear that there were many people at future risk. We then recalled that we had earlier described another family with an inherited form of oesophageal cancer and when we went back and looked at the surviving members the expected proportion were again found to be tylotic, and they remembered that the cancer patients had been similarly affected. Other similar pedigrees have since come to light in different parts of the world, and Philip worked out that if the tylotics in the two Liverpool families lived long enough they had a 95% chance of developing the malignancy. Here then was a condition ideally suited for early diagnosis, but sadly, over the years, the six new cases of cancer that have occurred have all died. For one reason or another they were either not picked up early or if they were they refused treatment, and the study illustrates the pitfalls that are present in cancer even when there is an obvious marker as a warning.
Rhesus haemolytic disease of the newborn
In the studies on Batesian mimicry we showed ( .) that the mimetic pattern had been 'built up', the result being that the mimicry was controlled by closely linked genes usually operating as a unit (a supergene) but in which occasionally crossing over occurred to produce unusual insects. Furthermore, in the butter flies there was a striking interaction with sex, such that although the males carried the supergene it was only the females which manifested the mimicry.
In looking for a human counterpart, we were attracted to the Rhesus blood group system. Here, using the CDE notation, there is evidence of closely linked genes with crossing over probably accounting for the rarer genotypes. In addition, there is a marked interaction between the Rhesus and the ABO blood groups, inasmuch as ABO incompatibility as between mother and baby (e.g. mother O, baby A) nearly always prevents a Rhesus-negative mother from becoming sensitized even though she has a Rhesus-positive husband. The probable reason for this is that group O women have naturally occurring anti-A (and anti-B) and that this destroys any A positive Rhesus positive foetal cells that have leaked into the maternal circulation at or near delivery. At about this time, when we were thinking about the Rh problem, an important paper appeared in The Lancet written by Dr Alvin Zipursky, then at Winnipeg. He showed that by a simple acid elution technique, described earlier by Pro fessor E. Kleihauer of Freiburg i. Br., that it was possible to detect foetal cells in the maternal circulation, the mother's cells looking like ghosts and the foetal ones standing out as dark refractile bodies. It thus became possible to test the Liverpool hypothesis that one might be able to prevent immunization of Rh-negative mothers by giving them an injection of anti-Rhesus antibody shortly after delivery of an Rh-positive baby in order to destroy any foetal cells that might have leaked across into the mother's circulation. The idea had stemmed from the protective mechanism of ABO incompatibility mentioned above, and it clearly had to be tested out in Rh-negative males in the first instance.
For many months we had long discussions about this possibility and Dr Ronald Finn was the member of the team doing most of the bench work. He had a lively imagination and was always thinking up new ideas. These used to infuriate Philip, who always insisted that the current experiments must be rigidly adhered to and that in his suggestions Ronnie was going off at a tangent and would leave the central hypothesis not adequately tested. Ronnie grinned, bore it with fortitude and later sometimes had the satisfaction of hearing Philip suggest Ronnie's ideas himself.
In a series of papers we first of all showed that it was possible to remove injected adult Cr51 Rh-positive red cells by giving Rh-negative male volunteers IgM antibody, but, against our reasoning, immunization was thereafter enhanced and not prevented compared with controls. Fortunately we set our teeth and persevered, changing the antibody to the IgG type. This brought a change of fortune, the volunteers now being clearly protected compared with controls. Next, we established that injecting foetal cells into both male and post-menopausal female Rh-negative volunteers gave the same excellent protection, and here the results could be studied by the Kleihauer technique.
When it became clear that we were on the right lines, the decision had to be made as to when we should try the prophylaxis on Rh-negative, non-immunized women who were actually being delivered of Rh-positive babies.
Philip was here magnificent in the design of the crucial trial. He strongly advised that we only used women in whom there had been a considerable foetomaternal haemorrhage, i.e. a high risk group. If immunization could be pre vented here it would be likely to be so with lesser foetal cell scores (the more usual situation). The magic figure we were to aim at was 79 treated and 79 controls. The results were astonishingly successful but I remember at the time saying that we should always view results critically, particularly when things were going well, and we were wise to do so, for there turned out to be a minor snag in our argument. Women with a score of O foetal cells, who might always have been supposed to be at low risk, had in fact sometimes become immunized. Although they had no overt antibodies, yet they had been 'sensibilized' by a previous pregnancy, and this led to removal of the foetal cells and score of 0. Giving the prophylactic antibody was then too late and immune antibodies were found during the next pregnancy. Previous sensibilization has turned out to be the chief reason for the small failure rate (between 1 and 2%), but this has to be compared with a 17% immunization rate (by the end of the second Rh positive pregnancy) if no prophylaxis is given.
The treatment was rapidly adopted by the N.H.S. and it is now standard practice to give 100 |xg of anti-D to all non-immunized Rh-negative women after an Rh-positive baby has been born. However, at the present time, with the vast increase of 'therapeutic' abortions there is a new risk of immunization, and it is imperative that all Rh-negative women who have had abortions should be given a routine injection of anti-D-regardless of course of the blood group of the abortus, which it is not feasible to test in clinical practice. If this is not done much of the prophylactic success after a full-term delivery will have been wasted. That it has been a success can be seen from the table, which shows the immunization rate in women in Connecticut, where there is total ascertainment. During 1968, when the Rhesus treatment was still very new, Philip visited Australia as the guest of the Australian Universities Vice-Chancellors' Com mittee. While there he saw a good deal of Professor M. J. D. White of the Department of Population Biology at the Australian National University, Canberra. Philip went with him and others on a collecting trip to central Queensland (Carnarvon Range area). It was Philip's first impression of arid, subtropical, inland Australia, and Michael White found him a most pleasant and stimulating companion. While in Australia Philip also visited several blood transfusion centres and hospitals, and did much to spread the gospel about the anti-Rh prophylaxis. Largely as the result of the visit, the Australians were the first to institute the treatment on a national basis. We next turned our attention to the specificity of the antibody. Did it simply coat the D sites and leave the other antigenic red cell determinants still active ? Alternatively, did the 'blindfolding' of the D sites 'torpedo HMS ' (R. R. Race's phrase) so that the entire red cell was destroyed ? The team investigated this problem by using a different red cell antibody, anti-Kell, the Kell antigen not being nearly so antigenic as the Rhesus one. The protocol and the results of the experiment are shown below. It will be seen that giving anti-Kell antibody significantly prevented Rhnegative volunteers from becoming immunized to the Rh antigen when they were injected with D-positive cells and given anti-Kell (not anti-Rh).
The implications of this result have not yet found a really satisfactory appli cation but it might have relevance to some transplantation problems.
Plasmapheresis
A number of women still remain immunized from the pre-anti-D days and there is also the small failure rate mentioned above. In an attempt to help these cases, a few of whom have a very bad Rhesus obstetric history, we thought it would be worth trying to lower their antibody level during pregnancy by intensive plasmapheresis, that is by frequently removing a litre or more of plasma and replacing the red cells. It is extremely difficult to get proper con trols for such a procedure since several other forms of treatment are usually being given at the same time, but we did show in eight cases that it was possible to lower the antibody level and the results we got were quite favourable, but difficult to evaluate. Since that time, however, others have carried out both similar and also more sophisticated plasmaphereses and the results appear to show that the procedure has considerable value. The problem is why it works, since the antibody-forming cells quickly replace the removed antibody. Our view, which is not approved of by the experts, is that the fresh antibody has less affinity for the foetal red cells than that removed by the plasmapheresis, but this remains to be proved.
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Anencephaly and spina bifida
Both Philip and I were interested in the potato blight hypothesis put forward in 1972 by Dr J. H. Renwick to explain why women produced anencephalic or spina bifida (A S B ) babies. We carried out two retrospective surveys to test the hypothesis and could find no support for it in either, nor indeed did we get a lead in many environmental factors looked at. Despairing of who would publish an essentially negative second paper, we looked through the literature to see if there had been any other ideas of interest which had not been disproved. There was one, relating to the possibility that remnants of a previous pregnancy (a trophoblastic rest) might interact unfavourably with the subsequent foetus, such that an anti-fusion factor might be produced. We thought that for various reasons if this were the case it might be particularly likely to happen if the trophoblast were diseased, and since this is often the case with spontaneous abortions we looked at large series of cases where the women had had an ASB baby and also a pregnancy on either side of it, and in these cases we called the ASB propositus a 'middle child'. To our surprise, and considerable pleasure, we found that there were double the number of spontaneous abortions and stillbirths immediately before compared with immediately after, and the findings are shown diagrammatically in the figure. The hypothesis is by no means proved and at the time Philip died we had started a large prospective survey of pregnant women whose previous conception had ended in a spontaneous abortion to compare with one where the previous pregnancy had ended normally. This study is still being undertaken. If our theory turns out to be correct, it would be another example of 'the baby before' being the culprit. Anencephaly and spina bifida. The 'middle child affected' is the important group, the mother having been pregnant both before and after the ASB child.
Demonstrates much higher incidence of miscarriages and stillbirths before than after. 
Fluoride
Others have commented on Philip's dislike of committees, but he could be of immense value and I had no hesitation in appointing him to our R.C.P. Fluoride Committee to assess the value and safety of the fluoridation of water supplies in the prevention of dental caries. It was evident to both of us that the evidence was overwhelmingly in favour of the prophylaxis yet at one stage we had some difficulty in obtaining complete unanimity among our members. Philip and I therefore one weekend wrote a 'mock-up' for the committee, advocating fluoridation of milk rather than water. This had an immediate effect, the committee turned and rent us, the cuckoos being delighted at the opportunity of having a go at the President. Gradually Philip and I gave way and in the end we had a unanimous verdict for the water.
Honours
In 1974 Philip was awarded the Darwin Medal of the Royal Society and in the same year he received the Gold Medal of the Linnean Society. In 1975 he was made an Honorary Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians of London, and part of the citation was as follows:
'Philip Sheppard has made many fundamental contributions to the fields of basic and human genetics. His main area of interest has been in the area of natural selection and mimicry and he has written a classical book on the subject of natural selection and heredity which was published in 1958. He has been one of the few basic geneticists who have interested themselves consistently in the problems of human genetics as applied to disease. His early meeting with the President resulted in many years of fruitful collaboration both in the area of butterfly mimicry and in a variety of important problems related to human genetics. He was jointly responsible for building up a strong unit of medical genetics in Liverpool which was recognized in 1963 by the development of the Nuffield Unit of Medical Genetics and has been a key member of this unit ever since its inauguration. The Liverpool group has made many important contri butions in the field of blood groups and human disease, work which culminated in the development of a safe and reliable method for the prophylaxis of Rhesus immunization. Sheppard's expertise as a statistician and geneticist was of fundamental value in this very important piece of work.' As President I had the pleasure of admitting him and of pronouncing the formula 'I wish you all happiness'. Knowing the state of his health, this could have been ironical, but in fact he was entirely conditioned to his illness and carried on his work exactly as if nothing were wrong. We had an inviolable weekend programme-4*30 p.m. to 7 p.m. on Saturday evening and 9*30 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Sundays. During these periods Philip would dictate drafts of papers at incredible speed, my wife acting as a secretary. It is of interest that in the last three years, when we were both working against the clock-he against his illness and I against Presidential duties-we did more research and published more than at any other time.
I was with him a few hours before he died. He lucidly discussed the state of our various current research projects and as we chatted I thought what an immense contribution he had made to medicine. Though doctors at first maddened him, he was so fascinated by our problems that he threw himself into medical research and showed us how to design experiments which would give an early answer, with the minimum of risk to volunteers. In his last illness, although he was still critical of doctors as pure scientists, I know that secretly he was full of admiration for the way he was looked after and for the Hippo cratic tradition in action.
I am particularly grateful to Professor E. B. Ford, F.R.S., for his most helpful comments on this memoir and for giving me many details about Philip Sheppard during his Oxford days. My thanks are also due to those who responded so generously to my letters asking for personal views and reminiscences. Their names are given in the text and in addition I would like to thank Philip's wife Pat for general help and for putting at my disposal the Julian Huxley and J. B. S. Haldane correspondence. I am also indebted to Dr H. B. D. Kettlewell for correspondence on the industrial melanism work and to Dr J. R. G. Turner for his help with the summary on the Heliconids. To my wife, who acted as a drafter of our weekend papers and to Miss Denise O'Leary, Philip's private secretary in the department of genetics, who did so much in finding and collec ting together the relevant information, I am extremely grateful.
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